1987 Buick Grand National - You are viewing
what I think might be one of the nicest Grand
National’s in existence! I purchased the car from
a 78 year old gentleman. He owned this car for
many years. The last 12 years he strictly
trailered it to many car events and judged
shows. Showing 16K miles, the car is in new
condition. Paint and body are beyond show
quality. Interior looks like its never been sat in.
Still smells new! As I mentioned, he showed the
car, so serious money was spent preparing for
national shows. Study the engine compartment pictures! As you can see no expense
sparred. The undercarriage, the same. Want to mention one tiny chip on edge of hood.
Very minor.
Previous owner did some performance mods. Once again, no expense sparred. All
mods were done enhancing performance, but also keeping it safe to drive. If you’re a
GN enthusiast, you know these can have issues with too much boost etc. Mods are PT
51 Turbo, 40lb injectors,1 ½ Bowling Green Intercooler, 3 Inch Down Pipe, ATR Fully
Polished Exhaust and Red Armstrong chip. When I got the car, I took it my friends at
KDK Performance to have them go over everything, tuning engine and dialing it in for
maximum safe street performance. They are specialist with GN’s and said this is one of
the nicest they had ever seen! The tires looked great but were older so I replaced them
with brand new BF Goodrich G Force tires mounting them on the GNX wheels that were
on the car. Everything works perfect on the car. AC is ice cold. Is fully loaded with all
options including very rare Moonroof and Upgrade Stereo with CD changer in trunk.
This GN was featured in magazines and was chosen to be in the coffee table book, First
Century of the Automobile – First 100 years, First 100 cars. This GN represented 1987.
See trunk Picture.

